Purpose

Technique PP24MAX sets the maximum precipitation amount that will be allowed for any day in the run.

Values above the specified amount are ignored and set to missing.

Valid values are NO (0) and YES (1).

The Global default is NO (0).

This Technique is Universal.

Form of Input

PP24MAX(integer) limit

where integer is 0 or 1 specifying whether PP24MAX is off or on

limit is a precipitation amount in inches indicating:

0.0 = no check to be made

>0.0 = upper limit of valid precipitation amount for all days in the run

Examples

PP24MAX

A check will not be made on precipitation amounts since the limit is not specified (the check would be made if the limit is specified as a local default).

PP24MAX 2.5

All precipitation totals that exceed 2.5 inches will be considered invalid and set to missing.